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Let (K, ]. ]) be a valued transcendence degree 1 extension of 9. An element 
x E K transcendental over QP is said to have order <a (a > 0) if there exists C, > 0 
such that every polynomial P(X) E GP[X] satisfies 
-WW)) S -log llpll + C,(deg W’ 
when 1). ]] is the Gauss norm on O,[X]. No x E C, can have order <a if a < 1 but 
we construct some x E Q, with order f  1. Furthermore, we prove order <a is stable 
by algebraic extension. 
Let p be a prime integer, let Q, be the completion of Q for the p-adic 
absolute value 1.1, let Q, be an algebraic closure of Q, provided with the 
unique extension of the absolute value ) - / and let 6, be the (algebraically 
closed) completion of 52,. 
In C, we propose to study a notion of < transcendence order ,<a over 
Q, 4 which looks a little like the transcendence type over Q12-4). 
Let 11. jl be the Gauss norm on Q$,[X] defined by 
Let K be a transcendence degree 1 extension of Q,. Let j e ) be an extension to 
K of the absolute value defined on Q,, and let v be the valuation defined by 
V(X) = -log 1x1 where log is the logarithm function in base p. An element 
x E K, transcendental over Q,, is said to have order <a (a > 0) if there 
exists a positive constant C, such that every polynomial P(X) E Qi,(X1 
satisfies 
W(x)) < -log IIPII + C,(deg W. 
No x E C, can have order <a if a < 1, but with help of an example, we 
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prove that there exist some x E C, transcendental over Q!,, with order < 1 
(Theorem 1). 
Finally, we prove that order <a is stable by algebraic extension 
(Theorem 2). 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
First, we note some following elementary properties of transcendence 
order. 
Remark 1. A number x has order <a if and only if there is C, > 0 such 
that, for every pm E qJ4 satisfying (JP]] = 1, we have 
W(x)) < C&h 9”. 
Now we can easily see a connection with the transcendence type 
introduced by S. Lang [3]. 
Recall the height H is defined in Z [X] by 
(where 1. loo is the Archimedean absolute value on Z), and the size t is 
defined on Z [X] by t(P) = max(log H(P), 1 + deg P). 
Let ] . ] denote again the p-adic value on C,, and let v(x) = log Ix/(x E C,). 
Then a transcendental extension Q(x) of 0(x E cP) is said to have 
transcendence type <a if there exists some TX > 0 such that every 
polynomial P(X) E Z [X] satisfies 
The following proposition is then easy: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let x E C, be transcendental over O$,, and have order 
<a(a > 1). Then QJx) has transcendence type <a. 
Proof: Let P(X) E E[X]. Then clearly JJPI( > l/H(P) (because 
(IQil > 1/lailA N ow, by hypothesis there exists some C, > 1 such that 
W(x)) < -log II PII + C,(deg P)“, 
hence v@‘(x)) < log H(P) + C,(deg P)” < C’,(log H(P) + deg P + 1)” < 
2” c,o(p))a* 
Then take TX = 2” C,; we see that Q(x) has transcendance type < a. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let K be a transcendence degree 1 extension of Q$, 
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provided with an absolute value ] - ] extending that of Qnp. Let x E K be 
transcendental over Q,. 
If IP( > IIPII f or all P E Q$,[X] then x has order GO. If there exists 
P E Q,[X] such that II’(x)] < ]]P]] and ifx has order <a, then a > 1. 
ProoJ: The first assertion is obvious. Then suppose /. / is not the trivial 
valuation and let us prove a > 1. Indeed, since 1. / is not trivial, there exists 
FE ZP[X] such that ]]F]] = 1, and IF(x)] < 1. 
Let F, = F”, and let d = deg F. Since x has order <a, there exists C, > 0 
such that 
hence nv(x)) < C,(nd)” for all n E N. Now. since v(F(x)) > 0, clearly a! 
must be >l. 
COROLLARY. Zf any x E C,, transcendental over Q,, has order <a. then 
a> 1. 
Remark 2. The Gauss norm defined on Q,[X] extends to Q,(X) in an 
absolute value (] 1 )] such that, by definition, ]]P(X)(] = ](P(]. Then X has order 
GO. 
2. ELEMENTS OF ORDER <l 
THEOREM 1. There exist some numbers t E C,,, transcendental over O,, , 
of order <l. 
In the proof of Theorem 1 we will use the following notations. 
For any finite set S, let card (S) be the number of elements of S. 
Let H be an algebraic extension of Q, and let Aut(H) be the group of the 
Q,-automorphisms in H. We know that every algebraic extension of Q, is 
normal ] 1 ] hence follows the classical result. 
LEMMA 1. Let H be an algebraic extension of ‘Q,,. Then 
(H: Q$,] = Card(Aut(H)). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let (ui)iieR\: be a sequence in fiD such that v(ui) = 0 
and QP[~,] is the unramified extension of degree 2’ over Q,. Then we have 
V(Ui - C7(Z4i)J = O (1) 
for every Q$-automorphism u in R,. Let (fi)ieN be a strictly increasing 
sequence of positive integers such that the series CF , fi/2' converges. 
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Set ai = u,p” and let t = Cp”=, ai E C,. We are going to show that t has 
order (1. 
Clearly, it is enough to prove the existence of some C E R ’ such that 
every irreducible polynomial F(X) E C$,[X], such that J(FJ( = 1, satisfies 
u(F(t)) < C deg F. (2) 
Consider such a polynomial F and set 
F(X) = ~ I”r (X - bi), 
i=l 
where b, ,..., b, are conjugate over Cl&. We know that the v(bi)l,icd are equal 
[ 11. If the v(bi) are (0, we have u(F(t)) = u(A) + du(b,) = -log ]] F/J = 0. So 
we can assume u(b,) >, 0 to prove the relation (2). Then, by classical results 
[ 1] we have v(J) = 0, hence we can assume that F is manic. 
Now, by reordering the bi, we can obviously assume that 
U(t - b,) ~ V(t - bi) for every i = 2,..., d. 
Set b = b, and let R\l be the unique integer such that 
f, < 00 - b) Gf,, 1. 
Write b=a, + ea. + uly + a’; then ~(a’) > u(t - b) > fN. 
Let L = q&z, )...) a,, a’]. Obviously, G$,[b] s L. 
We are going to prove Q$[b] = L. Let o E Aut(L) be different from the 
identical automorphism ll and let us prove that u(b) # b. First suppose there 
exist integers h < N such that ~(a,,) # ah, and let i be the lowest of these 
integers h. By hypothesis (1) we have u(a(u,)--uJ = v(ui) =A;:. It follows 
that v(o(b) - b) =A since the f, are strictly increasing and ~(a’) > f,. 
Similarly, suppose now i does not exist; then 
a(b) - b = ~(a’) - a’. 
But necessarily ~(a’) # a’ since (T # 1 and ~(a,) = ui V i = I,..., N. 
Thus we see that the u(b) are all different, hence card(Aut 
C$,[b]) > card(Aut L); then by Lemma 1, [C$,[b]: QP] > [L: QP] and finally 
QJb] = L. 
Now, for each j= I,..., d, bj is some u(b) (with u E Aut 52,). Then 
bj = U(U,) + . . . + ~(a,) + ~(a’). Consider 
b - bj = 2 ui - ~(a,) + f a, - u(u’). 
i=l i=N+ 1 
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By (1) we have v(ai - a(~,)) = ~(a,) =fi, and u(~Z~+, ai - a(~‘)) > f, 
since u(Cz+ r ai) > fN+ r and ~(a’) >fN. 
For each integer I< ZV, let E, = {bijv(t - bJ =f,}; then it follows that 
Card E, is equal to the number A, of the u E Aut(L) which fix a, ,..., a,-, . 
Then by definition of the u,(from u,) we see clearly that every u E Aut(L) 
which fixes a, also fixes a, ,..., ui-, , hence A, = d/2’ and card(E,) = d/2’. So, 
we have 
=T 
b% 
u(t - bj) = : df,/2’. 
I && 
i=I 
Similarly the set EN = {bjl u(t - bj) >f,,} has d/2” elements. Since for any 
j < d we have v(t - bj) < u(t - b,) <f,,+ , , we see that 
Finally, 
\‘ 
b& 
v(t - bj) < df,, ,/2”. 
‘(F(t)) = 5 u(f - bj) < ( 5 dh/zi) + dfN+ l/2”. 
j=l i=I 
Set C = J5: #-I; with greater reason t@‘(t)) < Cd. Thus every 
irreducible polynomial F such that I( Fj( = 1 satisfies v(F(t)) < C deg F, hence 
by preliminary remarks, Theorem 1 is proved. 
3. STABILITY BY ALGEBRAIC EXTENSION 
THEOREM 2. Let K be a transcendence degree 1 extension of ‘731, and let 
t E K have order <a with a 2 1. Then any s f5 K transcendental over Q,, but 
algebraic over QJt) has order <a. 
COROLLARY. Let t E C, be transcendental over Q,, of order <a. Then 
any s E C,, transcendental over Q, but algebraic over Q!,(x), has order <a 
also. 
Proof of the corollary. By Proposition 1, if t E C p has order <a, then 
a& 1. 
Remark 3. Theorem 2 may be false in an extension K (not isomorphic to 
a subfield of CD) if a < 1. 
Indeed, suppose the absolute value on K induces the Gauss norm on 
:a,( t 1. By Remark 2, t has order <O but s = it cannot have order <a if a < I 
because the sequence P,(X) = X” shows that v(P,(s)) = deg(P,). 
In Theorem 2 proof, we will use the following Lemma 2. 
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LEMMA 2. Let K be a transcendence degree 1 extension of UI$ and let v 
extend to K the valuation of Qp. Let B = {a E K( v(a) > 0) and 
A= {a E K/v(a) > 0}, and let k by the residue class field 811. Suppose k 
is transcendental over F,. Then any 1 transcendental over CR,, has order <l. 
Proof of Lemma 2. First, remark that we can always assume v(t) > 0. 
Indeed, suppose that for every t E @, there is some D E R + such that 
v(P(t)) ,< -log 1) P/J + D deg P 
for all the P E Q&Y], and let t E K\p. Then l/t E Fp, hence there is D E R + 
such that 
v(P(l/t)) < -log )I PJI + D deg P 
for all P E CI$[X]. 
Now let F(X) E C$,[X], and let d = deg(F). 
Then F(t) may be written tdG(l/t) where G E Q,,[X], deg G = d and 
II GII = llFll* 
Then v(G( l/t)) < Dd - log 1) G/J h ence v(F(t)) = d(v(t) + D) - log )I GI(. 
Put D’ = v(t) + D; we have v(F(t)) = D’ deg F - log (IF(I. 
Second, we can assume R, c K; then we are going to show that t is not a 
limit point of ~2~. Let 8(t) = 8 n Q,,(t) and A(t) =Mn Q&(t). Then -l(t) 
is obviously a maximal ideal of @(t) and the field k is algebraic over the 
field x, = @(t)/&(t) since K is algebraic over 0$(t); But by hypothesis, k is 
transcendental over F,, hence xI must be also transcendental over F,. Now, 
if t is a limit of R,, C&(t) imbeds in C, and so xI = P(t)/M(t) imbeds in the 
residue class field of C, (and 0,) and it is algebraic over E,, ; thus t is not a 
limit point of Dp, and there is A E Rt such that v(t - a) < A for every 
aEJ2,. 
Now we can extend the absolute value I/X/(, defined on Q$[X], to a,[X] in 
only one way; let /I. )I denote again this absolute value on n,[X]. 
Let FE C+,[X] be such that JJFII = 1, and let F(X) = ny=, (a,X- bi), 
where ai, bi E S2,, and IJa,X - bill = 1. If v(a,) = 0, then v(a,t - bi) = 
v(t - bJai) <A; if v(ai) > 0, then v(a,t - bi) = v(bi) = 0 <A. Thus in all the 
cases we have v(F(t)) ,< A deg F and Lemma 2 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We can assume K = QJt, s). Let n = [K: Q,(t)] 
and for each j= l,..., n, let Sj(s) be the jth symmetric function in s with 
respect to the extension K over U4Jt). 
The Sj(s) are elements of C$,(t) and we can write them in the way 
Sj(s) =f,(t)/G(t), where fj(t) and G(t) E Q$,[t] and JIGJI = 1 (G being the 
same denominator for all the j). 
Let A = max{deg Ifj(t) I 0 <j < n} and let . ,I . denote the Q&(t)-algebraic 
extension norm defined on K. Suppose FE Q,[X] with I(F(I = 1 and let 
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deg F = d. Then F(X) may be factorised in the way nf , (aiX + bi) with a, 
and biEfin, and ((a,X+6,(/= 1. 
Set R(t) =. ~(G(c)~ F(S)); then 
R(t) = G(c)"~ [I (a& - bi), 
I<i<d 
I s.i<n 
where s, = s. s2 ,..., s,, are the conjugates of s in the algebraic closure of K. 
Thus 
R(t) = G(c)“~ fi (f a; 67-j sj(s)) = G(t)‘“- ‘Id 
i=l j=O 
IdI (6 ajb;p,‘fj(s)) . 
i -1 .,5 
Set B=n degG+A; then we have (1) degR<BdegF. Let w be the 
valuation on Q,(t) defined by w(H) = -log JIHJl. 
One can extend w in only one way to the algebraic closure of Q,(t) and 
particularly to K. Let k be the residue class field of K for this unique 
extension of w to K. Then the residue class fof t (in k) is transcendental over .~ 
It 
P’ 
SO by Lemma 2, there is some D E IR ‘, not depending on F, such that 
w(F(S,~)) < D deg F; (1 <j < n). Thereby, 
w(R(t)) = w(. f ‘(F(s))) < D deg R. (3) 
Now we can complete the proof. Set 
m = max(O, max(-z$si)I 1 <j Q n)). 
Then 
u(F(s)) = u(R(t)) + nd v(G(t)) - t ~(F(s,~)) 
,I~ 2 
S $R(t)) + n(u(G(t)) + m) d. (4) 
Now, since t has order <a. there exists C’ E E + such that 
Then 
u(P(t)) < C’(deg P)” - log (1 P\l for every P E lQ,IXI. 
t@(t)) < -log IIRjl + C’(deg R)” = w(R(t)) + C’(deg R)“. 
hence by (3) 
u(R(t)) S (D + C’)(deg R)“. 
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hence by (1) 
t@(t)) ( (D + C’) B”(deg F)“. 
Then we can set C = (D + C’) B" + n(u(G(t)) + m) and by (4) we have 
v(F(s)) Q C(deg F)” because a > 1. Thus Theorem 2 is proved. 
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